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Whether or not you see them, germs are everywhere in your 
work environment. They're on your desk, your phone and 
even on the elevator button. In fact, according to a recent 
study 1, the average desk harbors over 10 million germs, 
with more than 80% of them transmitted by hands 2. If your 
work is like most, where colleagues interact in close pro x-
imity, it's easy to see how quickly those germs can spread. 
 
But how much are these nasty little germs costing you? A study in the Journal of 
Environmental Medicine (JOEM) suggests that respiratory illnesses alone can cost 
as much as $134 per employee. Multiply that by the number of employees at your 
company, and you can see how just a few germs can cost your company both time 
and money – big time. 
 
Sani Gel waterless cleaner is a crystal-clear, ethyl alcohol-based gel that kills 
99.9% of eight important organisms in less than 15 seconds! May be used when 
water is unavailable. Non-drying to the skin; odorless. Helps employers comply 
with OSHA's Bloodborne Pathogens Standard. USDA E4-listed. 
 
1 C.P. Gerba. Germs in the Workplace. Unpublished observational study,  
   University of Arizona. 
2 U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

R e n o v a t e  Y o u r  C e r a m i c  T i l e !   

CRC  
 
CRC™ polishes glazed and unglazed ceramic and porcelain tile. It 
contains highly refined carefully selected abrasives to produce a 
bright luster on ceramic and porcelain tiles. This revolutionary “one-
step” crème will produce a shine up to 4 times faster than the two step 
powder-systems on the market. Scours ceramic tile to remove years of 
built-up stains and mineral deposits . Tile and grout will look better 
than new with minimum effort. 
 
 

CYCLONE  
 
A heavy duty alkaline cleaner for removal of ingrained dirt 
and grease and wax in all unglazed ceramic and porcelain 
tiles. Cyclone is also a very effective grout cleaner for all 
non-polished ceramic, porcelain and stone installations. 

G e r m s  a r e  e v e r y w h e r e .   
S o a p  a n d  w a t e r  a r e n ' t .  

Germ Free ,  Touch 
Less  Contro l 

 
 

• Commercial, high-quality brass 
construction; Water conserving 
aerator  

• 3 year battery life based on 3,000 
hand washings per month  

• Sophisticated sensor technology, 
elegant design, easy installation 
and simple service.  

 

• Hands-free operation  
• Improved building presentation 
• Eliminates odors and unflushed 

fixtures  
 
E-Z Flush converts manual flush 
valves on urinals and commodes into 
modern hands-free fixtures. What 
makes it so easy and fast? Our retrofit 
kits work with most flush valves and 
come complete with everything you 
need from tools to batteries. 

Touch Less Faucet 

Touch Less Flushing Unit 



Bay West Paper Green Seal Program  
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EcoSoft™ Green Seal® towel and tissue products are made from 100% recycled wastepaper and are certified by Green 
Seal, Inc. The " Green Seal" means these products meet the Green Seal environmental standards for paper towels and  
tissue, making the EcoSoft™ Green Seal® products among the most environmentally preferable towel and tissue lines 
available in the away-from-home market. 
 
To achieve and maintain the Green Seal certification, Bay West towel and tissue products are continually subjected to  
rigorous evaluation and testing, along with a quality-control audit of the papermaking processes at Bay West’s mill in  
Middletown, Ohio. 
 
 

 

Bay West Hands Free Dispensers  
 
The Wave'n Dry® dispenser pioneered the touch free towel dispensing market. This dispenser 
is the first electronic roll towel system to offer totally touch free dispensing. The only thing 
you touch is your personal towel. The towel is stored fully protected inside  the dispenser  
until you request service by passing your hand or arm near the sensor. There are no levers, 
buttons or cranks to touch. This is particularly important in public restrooms, food prepara-
tion and healthcare environments where prevention of cross-contamination is a concern.  

                                            This dispenser supports  the principles of HACCP.  

 
The Mechanical Hands-Free dispenser helps to reduce contact with potentially dangerous bacteria, 
making it ideal for high-traffic restrooms, healthcare environments and food preparation facilities 
where maintaining required sanitary conditions is essential. The quiet dispensing mechanism cuts  
a pre-measured 12-inch towel for maximum usage control. The Mechanical Hands-Free supports 
the principles of HACCP.  

 
ADA  Compliant Dispensers 

 
The Dubl-Serv® side-by-side tissue dispenser offers another alternative in two-roll tissue dis-
pensing. It accommodates all existing Bay West brand controlled-use tissue products. The Dubl-
Serv® side-by-side features a turn dial for each roll, and an easy transfer system. When the first 
roll is depleted, slide the door at the bottom of the dispenser to access the completely protected 
reserve roll.  
 

Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) prohibits  discrimination on the basis of disability in “places of 
public accommodation” (businesses/non-profit agencies that serve the public) and “commercial facilities” (other busi-
nesses). The ADA Title III Regulations outline standards for dispensers, operable parts as well as water closets/toilet 
stalls. Bay West brand ADA Compliant dispensers can help make your washroom accessible. We recommend that you 
refer to the ADA Title III regulations when constructing or altering your washroom for compliance. A Bay West brand 
Silhouette® dispenser is ADA compliant when you see the symbol next to it. 
 
 
For a complete version of newest ADA and ABA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG),  
contact the U.S. Department of Justice or visit the website www.access-board.gov 
 

Wave’n Dry 

860 Silhouette 

   726 Silhouette 
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 Window Cleaning Techniques and Tips 
 
 
A few simple techniques to keep your window sparkling... 
 
    * Area to be squeezed must be wet. To wet window, use properly diluted  
       window-cleaning concentrate. 
    * Apply enough solution to keep the window wet while using squeegee. If  
       window dries, apply more solution. The squeegee will not work on a  
        dry surface! 
    * Tilt squeegee slightly to prevent from dripping onto dried areas. 
    * Overlap each pass of the squeegee. 
    * Wipe squeegee after each pass. 
    * For smaller windows, use the squeegee in a back & forth, horizontal  
       motion or spray with window cleaner and  
       wipe with a clean dry towel.  
    * For larger windows, thoroughly wet the top of the window. Work from left  
       to right & top to bottom. Repeat  cleaning pattern until one strip remains.  
       The final pass is made across the bottom of the window. 
    * Be certain to view the finished product from various angles to make sure there are no streaks  
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Vac Bags Spawn Salmonella? 
 
Studies confirm that salmonella bacteria can grow in vacuum cleaner bags. 
 
According to a recently commissioned study by Church & Dwight Co., Inc., makers of a variety of cleaning products, 
Americans do not change their vacuum cleaner bags frequently enough. 
 
"The problem with this is twofold," according to David Stanislaw, an engineer with Tornado Industries. "First the vacuum 
cleaner does not operate efficiently because the full bag 'chokes' the machine; second, germs and bacteria can thrive in the 
bag." 
 
Protect Yourself 
 
The studies found salmonella bacteria in vacuum bags used in homes, offices, and in both rural and urban areas. 
 
"It's important for cleaning professionals to change the bag often," says Stanislaw. "Additionally, they need to take extra 
care not to force (possibly tearing the bag) when installing it or squeeze the bag when removing it. Both risk having the 
bag's contents escape and become airborne." 
 
Stanislaw's suggestions: 
 
    * Wear gloves when changing the bag. 
    * Remove the bag in a well-ventilated area. 
    * Avoid tearing the bag when removing it. 
    * Hold the bag at its ope ning to avoid releasing its contents. 
 
Finally, Stanislaw recommends using a new style bag that can be installed and removed automatically 
using a lever control. "This keeps the contents —and possible contaminants such as salmonella—safely 
sealed within the bag and not airborne," says Stanislaw. 

New ErgoTec Set 

The ErgoTec line of high tech professional window cleaning tools  
is now available in a convenient kit!  

Contains: a nylon carrying case, 14" ErgoTec T-Bar, 14" MicroStrip Washer Sleeve,  
ErgoTec Squeegee Handle, 10" "S" Channel, 14" "S" Channel, 18" "S" Channel, 36" Soft 

Replacement Rubber, Plastic Clips and case, 4" ErgoTec Scraper, Safety Scraper, 3  
MicroWipes, 8' OptiLoc extension pole, and The Pill Glass Cleaner (10 pack).  
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Green Label Testing Program  
Vacuum Cleaner Criteria 

To help protect indoor air quality, keep all surfaces as clean as possible by vacuum cleaning -- without  
putting dust back into the air. 
 
This IAQ program identifies vacuum cleaners that do each of three tasks well: 
 
    * Removes soil  
    * Contains dust within the filtration bag and the machine itself, keeping it out of the air 
    * Doesn’t damage the carpet and helps keep its appearance looking good. 
 
Look for the CRI indoor air quality label on approved machine packaging and merchandising displays.  
In addition the manufacturer may place a logo on the machine itself.  
 
Good Vacuum Cleaner Practices 
 
Follow the vacuum cleaner manufacturer’s instructions for proper use of their product. For the best cleaning results,  
inspect the vacuum cleaner periodically to be sure it is functioning properly: 
 
    * Keep brushes clean, and replace them when worn. 
    * Keep vacuum hoses and attachments free of obstructions that restrict air flow. 
    * Inspect belts frequently to make certain they are working properly. 
    * Always keep a spare belt for replacement as needed. 
    * Follow the vacuum cleaner manufacturer’s instructions, and change the vacuum bag when it is more than half full.                               
       As the bag becomes full, soil removal efficiency is reduced. 
    * Use original equipment manufacturer (OEM) replacement bags or bag types recommended by the vacuum cleaner  
       manufacturer.  
 
Carpet Industry Standard 
 
The tests follow a procedure that has been developed by carpet manufacturers and vacuum cleaner manufacturers and peer  
reviewed by scientists who are respected for their expertise in the study of maintenance and indoor air quality. 
 
Soil Removal – The soil removal test protocol requires that the vacuum cleaner must remove in 4 passes a satisfactory  
quantity of soil from the standard test carpet. 
 
Dust Containment – The dust containment test protocol evaluates the total amount of dust particles released into the  
surrounding air by the action of the brush rolls, through the filtration bag, and any air leaks from the vacuum cleaner system. 
This protocol requires that a vacuum cleaner will release into the surrounding environment no more than 100 micrograms  
of dust particles per cubic meter of air, well below levels stated in the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. 
 
Carpet Appearance Retention – The test protocol for appearance retention requires that the vacuum cleaner should affect the  
appearance of the carpet no more than a one-step change, based on one year of normal vacuum use. 
 
Vacuum cleaners must meet all three elements of the Standard in order to obtain authorization to display the official CRI  
Indoor Air Quality Testing Program Label or CRI Logo.  
 
The CRI vacuum cleaners certified under the Seal of Approval program is: 
 
 
Windsor Sensor SRXP12 
Windsor Sensor SRXP15 
Windsor Sensor SRXP18 
Windsor Versamatic Plus VSP-14 
Windsor Versamatic Plus VSP-18 
Windsor Versamatic VS14 
Windsor Versamatic VS18 
Windsor WAV 
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Work from a written plan. An effective cleaning and maintenance plan addresses the unique requirements of the facility, 
taking into consideration individual occupants with known health conditions or sensitivities, geographical settings,  
building age, changes in season, etc. 
 
Invest in cleaning. Many public and private facilities are quick to reduce cleaning budgets without realizing its impact on 
health and productivity. Cleaning should be viewed as an investment— not an expense—in the health and safety of an  
organization’s visitors and staff, essential to maintaining productivity and quality which in turn, bolsters a company’s  
bottom-line. 
 
Maintain entryway systems. Because more than 80 percent of all dirt enters a building on people’s feet, a well-designed 
and maintained (cleaned) entryway can have an enormous positive impact on people’s health as well as cleaning costs. 
 
Keep janitorial closets and chemical storage/mixing areas clean. Cleaning items left in storage can have a serious  
impact on indoor air quality if they off-gas during storage, mixing, or spills. These can then be circulated throughout a 
building if they enter the facility’s HVAC system. To minimize this problem, make sure that janitorial closets and  
chemical storage areas are organized and that hazardous products are identified and segregated, especially those that are 
flammable or reactive. 
 
Use a friendlier floor care system. The activity of maintaining, stripping, and refinishing floors can create several IEQ 
problems. However, many excellent, highly durable products now exist that are highly durable, contain no metals such as 
zinc, and are less toxic to the environment both in their use and disposal. 
 
Use environmentally preferable cleaning products. Cleaning products have made important contributions to protecting 
public health, however many traditional cleaning products can contain toxic ingredients that can harm both health and 
damage the environment. Today, new technologies allow common cleaning tasks to be accomplished quickly and cost-
effectively with products that reduce potentially negative impacts on health and the environment. 
 
Use biobased/renewable cleaning products. Beginning in the early 1900s, petroleum became the ingredient of choice for 
the chemical industry. While it has numerous unique and beneficial properties, it is also a non renewable and limited  
resource. There are now very efficient solvents and surfactants (detergents) available from biobased/ rapidly renewable 
resources such as corn, soy, coconuts and citrus fruits. 
 
Use environmentally preferable paper supplies. Billions of pounds of paper (e.g. toilet tissue and paper hand towels  
requiring the cutting of some 50 million trees) are used every year in restrooms. The impact on our forests is substantial as 
is the bleaching process, which contributes significant amounts of toxic materials, including mercury and dioxins into our 
environment. Our buildings can make an important contribution to environmental health by utilizing paper that contains 
100 percent recycled content and a minimum of 30 percent post-consumer recycled content and are manufactured without 
the additional use of elemental chlorine or chlorine compounds. 
 
Use efficient janitorial equipment. Janitorial equipment can substantially affect IEQ. Vacuum cleaners should be capable 
of capturing 95 percent of particulates 0.3 microns in size. Carpet extraction equipment should heat the solution to reduce 
the amount of water and chemicals necessary to do the job. This also allows carpets to dry faster, minimizing the potential 
for mold growth. Equipment for hard floor maintenance, such as buffers and burnishers, should be equipped with active 
dust control systems, including skirts, vacuums, guards and other devices for capturing fine particles. 
 
Implement an integrated pest management (IPM) program. Pests, bugs, rodents, vermin, and other unwanted creatures 
can seriously affect the health of building occupants. Yet, ridding a building of these unwanted pests using pesticides can 
cause serious health concerns. An effective IPM re moves the food, moisture, nesting, and entry opportunities that allow 
pests to flourish in a building, thereby reducing or eliminating the need for pesticides. 
 
Summary Since the 1970s when IEQ problems first materialized, there has been significant progress in identifying the 
sources of pollutants and removing or reducing their impact. Buildings have been redesigned to improve ventilation, and 
the products used in buildings, such as new carpeting and matting, are now manufactured to emit fewer gases into the  
environment. More building professionals, managers, and occupants are now working together to improve the health of the 
facilities they work in, and cleaning is recognized as a major contributor to good health. Green Cleaning is the next step in 
this evolution. Although traditional cleaning chemicals have played a vital role in our health and well-being, many are  
unnecessarily toxic and have a sizeable impact on our habitats and ecosystems. They often use manufacturing processes 
that result in toxic compounds blanketing the earth. Using environmentally preferable cleaning products and systems  
improves IEQ and help reduce cleaning’s impact on our health and the environment.  
Published by  Stephen P. Ashkin  Copyright © 2005 The Ashkin Group, LLC   www.ashkingroup.com 

Implementing Green Cleaning: Steps Toward a Healthier Facility  
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Stopping the Spread of Germs at Work 
Illnesses like the flu (influenza) and colds are caused by viruses that infect the nose, throat, and lungs. The flu and colds 
usually spread from person to person when an infected person coughs or sneezes. 
How to Help Stop the Spread of Germs  
 
Take care to: 
 
    * Cover your mouth and nose when you sneeze or cough 
    * Clean your hands often 
    * Avoid touching your eyes, nose or mouth 
    * Stay home when you are sick and check with a health care provider when needed 
    * Practice other good health habits. 
 
Cover your mouth and nose when you sneeze or cough 
 
Cough or sneeze into a tissue and then throw it away. Cover your cough or sneeze if you do not have a tissue. Then, clean 
your hands, and do so every time you cough or sneeze. 
Clean your hands often 
 
When available, wash your hands -- with soap and warm water -- then rub your hands vigorously together and scrub all 
surfaces. Wash for 15 to 20 seconds. It is the soap combined with the scrubbing action that helps dislodge and remove 
germs. 
 
When soap and water are not available, alcohol-based disposable hand wipes or gel sanitizers may be used.  If using a gel, 
rub the gel in your hands until they are dry. The gel doesn't need water to work; the alcohol in the gel kills germs that 
cause colds and the flu.*  
 
*Source: FDA/CFSAN Food Safety A to Z Reference Guide, September 2001: Handwashing. 
Avoid touching your eyes, nose, or mouth 
 
Germs are often spread when a person touches something that is contaminated with germs and then touches their eyes, 
nose, or mouth. Germs can live for a long time (some can live for 2 hours or more) on surfaces like doorknobs, desks, and 
tables. 
 
Stay home when you are sick and check with a health care provider when needed 
 
When you are sick or have flu symptoms, stay home, get plenty of rest, and check with a health care provider as needed. 
Your employer may need a doctor’s note for an excused absence. Remember: Keeping your distance from others may pro -
tect them from getting sick. Common symptoms of the flu include: 
 
    * fever (usually high) 
    * headache 
    * extreme tiredness 
    * cough 
    * sore throat 
    * runny or stuffy nose 
    * muscle aches, and 
    * nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, (much more common among children than adults). 
 
Practice other good health habits 
 
Get plenty of sleep, be physically active, manage your stress, drink plenty of fluids, and eat nutritious food.  
Practicing healthy habits will help you stay healthy during flu season and all year long. 


